
These costs are based on a system 
which accumulates waste over a 
number of days and on skids in close 
proximity to each other. This is the 
only way of accumulating a large 
volume of waste material due to the 
relatively low volume of waste 
produced each day. These systems 
would not be feasible in areas with a 
small volume of logging or a widely 
scattered resource. 

SIZE OF WASTE RESOURCE 

When considering the possibilities and 
options for utilising waste wood, it is 
useful to be able to estimate the total 
volume available within the relevant 
region (Table 4). The estimates of 
volumes of solid wood and branch 
waste in Table 4 are based on two 
assumptions. Firstly, that the study 
figures for the volume of waste as a 
percent of the extracted volume can be 
applied across the country and, 
secondly, that wood supply and 
extracted volume are similar The 
figures used were 3.4% of wood 
supply for solid stem waste and 4.2% 
of wood supply for branch waste. 
These percentages are slightly lower 
than those presented in Table 1 to 
allow for the fact that there are 
proportionately less cable logging 
operations than were stirdied 

The figures in Table 4 are based on 
those in the National Exotic Forest 
Description (NEFD) (Turland et al, 
1993). There are suggestions that in 
some areas the volume harvested 
alreadv exceeds that predicted in the 
NEFD, so these figures could be 
conservative 

does the volume of waste produced. 
Whilst the total waste figures for New 
Zealand are large, this volume is spread 
over the entire country, often in remote 
locations. Many of the regions have 
only a small supply of waste, which 
may make it difficult to justi9 the 
capital expense involved in setting up a 
system to utilise it. The central North 
Island is the obvious exception to this. 
The best option appears to be to find 
ways of using it as an addition to an 
existing supply, such as increased chip 
or boiler fuel supplies into existing 
plants. 

One possibility for using much of the 
"unchippable" branch material is as 
boiler he l .  Waste wood from 
processing plants is already used as 
boiler he1 at some sites. However, 
much of this wood is quite dry and 
stem wood has a greater energy content 
than branch waste, especially if the 
branch waste is green. 

Potential energy values of waste wood 
are: (Baines, 1993). 

Pinus radiata stem wood, oven dry 
19 MJ per kg, 6020 MJ per m3 

Pinus radiata stern wood, air dry 
14 MJ per kg, 5300 MJ per m3 

Pinus radiata stem wood, green 
10 MJ per kg, 4620 MJ per 1n3 

Logging residues and branch waste, 
green 

7 MJ per kg, 2400 MJ per 1n3 

When burning waste wood for energy 
the best efficiencies are achieved in co- 
generation systems where steam is 
produced and is used to power both 
industrial processes, sucli as drying, as 
well as electricity generation 

As New Zealand's wood supply and 
amount of cable logging increases, so 
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WASTE WOOD AT LOGGING LANDINGS 
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ABSTRA CT A12 assessinent of the in~pact of delimbing 
at the landing on nzrtrient removal is 

The volzm~e of waste wood created at made. 
logging landings was measured in ten 
studies, each of two days' dzlration. Of 
these, seven were on haz~ler cre~vs and INTRODUCTION 
three on ground-based crews. 

Daily volzm~es of slovens (0.4 to 3.51119, 
heads (0.2 to 5.7m-7) and mid-stem waste 
sections (2.2 to 15.7m-7) were n~enszrred as 
was the daily volzrme of branch material 
(1.9 to 31 rn-7). Waste assessn~ents provided 
estin~ates of the volzm~e of steni (22 to 
lO4n17 and branch (9.0 to lO4in-?) 
material left on the czrtover. 

Over all the shrdies, the average daily 
extracted volzrn~e was 203m3. Total s /en~ 
waste volzm~e was 8.3m3 or 4.1% of the 
daily extracted vohime. Sections of mid- 
stem ~jaste make zip the btrlk of this (66%). 

An estin~ate for the volzrmes of ~.r)aste ~jood 
a~~ailable as a national resource were 
made, based on these Jg~rres, and the 
predicted volrrn~e of ~ ) o o d  availab le .for 

logging. Figz11.e I - A fypicnl hazrler landing edge 
sl1014,ing the beginnings of a "bird's nest" 

Esliinates of the costs of extracting this con~prising branches, heads, slovens, root 
material to a point of zrse and processing it balls and short sections of stem waste 
are made for two systems czirrently zmder 
consideration. Costs were estii~~ated to he Waste wood created during log making at 
$20 to $21 per tonne. landings is made up of branches trimmed 

off the stem and pieces of solid wood cut 



from the tree length such as slovens, small 
diameter head sections and low quality 
sections from the mid-stem. Traditionally, 
this material has been pushed into heaps 
and left to rot as there has been no demand 
for it. 

The waste material from logging 
operations, especially branch material 
around hauler landings, can present 
problems and can cause a lot of expense if 
the material has to be dragged back on to 
the skid surface after logging to prevent 
"bird's nest" collapse. The volume of waste 
material produced by logging operations 
varies with the logging system, crop type, 
species and skill of the log maker. 

As most of the expansion of New Zealand's 
harvest is on steep land, the problems that 
this material can cause are becoming more 
prominent. In many areas of New Zealand 
"birds' nests" and how to deal with them 
are becoming an issue. Waste heaps may 
collapse over young trees and into gullies 
or streams. They also provide a breeding 
ground for insect and pathogen pests. In 
some cases, they are also a substantial fire 
risk and are perceived as unsightly and 
wastehl by the public. 

There are a number of ways of handling 
these accumulations of debris, most of 
which involve costs and risks to the forest 
owner (Hall, 1993). The best way of 
avoiding these is by finding a constructive 
use for the material. To do this, it is 
necessary to know how much of this 
material there is and the shapes and sizes of 
the individual pieces. 

In an attempt to describe the potential 
resource, a series of ten two-day studies 
were carried out. The results of these 
studies were extrapolated to estimate 
regional volulnes of wood waste based on 
predicted regional wood supplies. 

The success of a utilisation system will be 
affected by the size, location and make up 

of the waste wood resource, and how 
efficiently it can be recovered. Much of the 
waste produced at landings is branch 
material which cannot be used as a fibre 
resource for pulp, paper or reconstituted 
board products. Two possible uses for this 
material are as an energy resource or as a 
nutrient resource for the next rotation. 
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METHOD 

2 - Sections of sten1 I~iaste, typical 
acc11n1111ated nro~md n~ost logging 

landings 

The volume of waste wood created at 
logging landings was measured in ten 
studies each of two-days duration. Seven 
of these studies were on hauler crews and 
three on ground-based crews. The studies 
were carried out in four different forests in 
the Bay of Plenty and one forest in Nelson. 

Table 1 presents a summary of the stand 
data. 



Tnhle 1 - Stcrtld dntn 

The volume of stem waste created each 
day was measured by taking the large 
end, small end and length 
measurements of all the pieces of solid 
wood waste excluding branches (Figure 
2). Volume was calculated by using 
Ellis's three-dimensional formula (Ellis 
1982). These pieces were separated 
into three categories: slovens, mid-stem 
and heads. The volume of branch waste 
(Figure 3), was measured separately, 

Volume per 
hectare 

PulpMarket 

using one of two methods: 

(1) Where loaders were fitted with 
weight scales, the branch 
material was pushed into small 
heaps and weighed before being 
dumped. The heaps of branches 
were also measured for length, 
width, and height. The diameter 
of all pieces greater than 75mm 
in diameter were also recorded. 

(GB = Ground based, Hlr = Hauler) 

467 
Yes 

(2) Where the material could not be 
weighed, the heaps of branch 
waste were measured as above, 
and the ratio of solid volume in 
the heap based on the bulk 
volume was estimated (McNab, 
1980). 

The accuracy of method (2) was 
checked against method ( 1 )  in two of 
the studies. The results from the 
estimate made by method (2) were 
within 10% of the results of the 
weighed heaps. 

478 
Yes 

The volume of stem and branch 
material left on the cutover was 

I'ig/~l.e 3 - J'cII./ of CI lcrl~e pile of assessed using the Van Wagner line 
hi.nr/cli ltlnste n~nte~.rnl t~pictrl cf thtrt intersect method (Warren and Olsen, 

which occl~i..~ n f  hcnllel 1trtlclitig.s 1964, Van Wagner, 1968, Van 

663 
Yes 

512 
Yes 

503 
Yes 

495 
Limited 

500 
Limited 

549 
Yes 

510 
Yes 

549 
Yes 



Table 2 - Average daily extracted volzrme, solid waste volzrme, branch waste volzlme, arid czltover residzle ~~olzrnie by gang and loggirig system 
type. (GB = ground-based, HIr = hazrler.) 



There arc several itcnis to note from Table 2: 

1 Gang 3 \\as working in large p~ece  size (2 61n3) on flat to rolling terrain with delimbing at the 
stump. The daily volume of stem naste may appear high Honlever. the naste \.olu~iie as a percent of 
the estracted volume is only slightly above "average" values due to the very lngh production. Large 
piece size and therefore large diameters will obviously give comparatively greater volumes for a given 
Icngth of waste than a smaller diameter log. 

2. Gang 4 was in a stand with a srnallcr picce size ( l .2jm3) with trees of very h c a y  branching habit. 
A high number of malformed (double lcadcr or basket nhorl) heads were observed. This was the 
reasoil for the comparatively large \.olume of solid waste in heads and tlie large volume of branch 
material. 

3. Gang 7 was working in similar conditions to Gang 6 with a piece size of l . l j m 3 .  The log maker 
made errors requiring recutting of logs to shorter lengths. This created large sections of waste and a 
much higher daily volume of mid-stem waste. 

4. Gang 10 was in a stand of medium to large piece size Douglas Fir (2.21d). Large diameters, 
especially at the butt where several large sections of naste were created in order to remove draw wood, 
contributcd to tlie high volume of stem waste. The volun~e of branch \vaste, both at the skid and on the 
cutover, was low due to the mature stand having only a small nurnber of live branches in the light 
crowns of tlie trees. 

Wagner and Wilson, 1976). The daily 
extracted volumes for each study were 
derived by multiplying an average 
extracted piece size (MARVL) for the 
setting being logged and counting the 
number of pieces extracted per day. 

The waste utilisation system costings 
were derived using the methods 
described in Wells (1981) and Goldsack 
(1 988). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSTON 

A summary of the volumes of stern 
waste, branch waste and residue on the 
cutover is presented in Table 2. 

Over all studies, the average daily 
extracted volume was 203m3. The total 
stern waste volume was 8.3111~ or 4% of 
the daily extracted volume. Sections of 
mid-stem waste make up the bulk of 
this. 

Branch waste made up 80% of the 
bulk volume of the waste heaps, but on 
average the solid volume of branch 
waste (9.8m3 or 6% of daily extracted 
volume) was only slightly more than 
the volume of stern waste. 

There was a large difference in the 
volume of branch material extracted by 
ground-based and hauler crews, with 
hauler crews producing approximately 
four times as much. As a result of this, 
there was a marked difference between 
ground-based and hauler crews in the 
volume of residue left on the cutover. 

Hauler crews also extracted, then 
wasted, a greater volume of head 
material. 

SIZE AND SHAPE OF MATERIAL 

A series of frequency distributions 
show the percent of pieces that fell into 
various length and volume classes. 



Fig1n.e 4 - Freqziency distrib~ltion (%) of solid wood ~.r)aste by let~gfh for 
grollr~d- based crelus. 

' Stem 

Length, m 

Figure 5 - fieq~ieiicy dish.ih~ltion (%) of solid wood ~vnste bj) Ierlgth 
for halller crews. 

' L3 Stem - ' Head 

Length, m 

Both the length distributions follow the higher than the one for hauler crews 
same pattern, with a large number of (Figure 5). However, this is misleading. 
very short pieces and a small number of In ground- based systems more slovens 
long pieces. The peak at the 1.51n and heads are removed before 
interval is due to the change in length extraction to landings so there is a 
categories from O.lm to 0.5m and then greater proportion of mid-stem waste 
to 1'.0m intervals. The peak at 1.5m on but not a greater volume. 
the ground-based graph (Figure 4) is 



Figi1r.e 6 - Freqilency distribz~fio~~ (996) of solid wood waste by voli~nie 
for. gro~md based c l*e~. l~~ 
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Volume, m3 

Figure 7 - fi~eqirency distr.ibiltion (99) of solid wood ~ a ~ t e  hji vo111me 
for hniller crews 

' . Stem - ' Head 

1 Total 
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Volume, m 3  

Figures 6 and 7 have the same 
distribution pattern and show the bulk 
of the pieces are less than 0.05m3. It is 
usehl to know the volume of wood 
made up of pieces of certain dimensions 
as a small number of large pieces can 
make up a significant amount of the 
volume. Table 3 shows that 35% of the 
pieces were greater than 1.0m in length 
and these contributed 55% of the stem 
waste volume. Eight percent of the 

pieces were greater than 0.1m3 and 
made up 25% of the stem waste 
volume, where the average piece size 
was only 0.04m3. These figures would 
be important if collection of this 
material was being considered. The 
choice of loading and handling 
machinery and trucking configurations 
would have to be based on the size and 
shape of the material being handled. 



Tuhle 3 - Ifol~mles of solid stet71 waste that a1.e; g7.entt.r thnn, (>), 1 m length, > 0. I 
m3, > both I 177 nrid 0.1 MI' > 1 177 or 0.1 m3. 

POSSIBLE UTILISATION 
SYSTEMS 

Mean piece size of 
stem waste, m3. 

Part of this project's objective was to 
produce costings for some of the 
possible systems for collecting, 
transporting and utilising this material. 
At present, there are at least four 
systems being considered for this in 
various parts of New Zealand. Two of 
these plan to utilise just the stem waste 
to produce wood chips, and two 
propose to shred all the waste material 
(stem wood and branch waste) for use 
as boiler fuel. 

An attempt is made to predict the likely 
costs of three of these systems. As they 
are all still in the develop~nent stage 
these costs should be considered as 
indicative only. 

0.036 

System 1 

Stockpile all waste material on skid at a 
cost of $0 (that is, no charge for 
material or payment to the logging 
crew as it is currently a problem to the 
forest owner and is already handled by 
the logging gang as waste). The 
stockpile is removed on a regular basis 
to avoid congestion on the skid. 

0.005 

Load waste into a truck with 
Bell Logger or similar 

Truck over a lead distance of 75 
km at 1 S.5 cents per tonne 
kilometre 

0.040 

- Tip at waste hogger, load into 
hogger with excavator and 
grapple 

0.009 0.034 0.004 



- Hog and use as boiler fuel. - Dump and feed into mobile drum 
debarker 

Loading the trucks would be the 
limiting factor. If it is assumed that the - Feed into mobile chipper 
Bell Logger can produce 16 loads of 26 
tonnes in eight machine hours, then - Chips blown into stockpile at 
total production would be 416 tonnes a point of sale. 
day. Costs Per Dav 

Costs Per Dav 

$ 
1. Transport for machine operator 65.00 
2. Loader (Bell) 280.00 
3. Machine operator 215.00 
4. Transport waste wood 5,770.00 
5. In feed to hogger ($1.50 per tonne) 620.00 
6. Hog waste into boiler fuel (2.75 per tonne) 1,150.00 

$8,100.00 

Cost per tonne $8,1001416 tonnes = $19.50 tonne. 

If the forest owner decides the material 
has a value and the logging contractor 
wants to be paid for handling this 
material then this figure could rise 
significantly. 

If any of these systems are put in place 
the laws of supply and demand will 
dictate the fbture worth of the waste 
material. 

System 2 

Stockpile on skid at $0 per tonne as 
above, all solid wood waste greater 
than 0.6 m in length: 

- Load waste wood out on a 
regular basis by a Bell Logger or 
excavator 

- Transport over 150 km lead 
distance at 17.5 cents per tonne 
kilometre 

$ 
1. Transport for machine operator 65.00 
2. Loader (Bell) 280.00 
3. Machine operator 215.00 
4. Transport waste wood 5,460.00 
5. Drum debark ($3.00 tonne) 1,250.00 
6. Chip ($1.30 tonne) 540.00 
7. Loader for chipper and debarker 280.00 
8. Operators of chipper etc (2 men) 400.00 

$8,490.00 

Cost per tonne $8,4901416 tonnes = $20.40 per tonne. 

This figure may change dramatically if 
there is a price attached to the waste 
wood prior to loading. 

System 3 

One of the other systems that is 
currently being considered is the 
collection of all the stein waste for 
trucking to  an existing facility for 
chipping along with the current chip log 
material. The waste wood would be fed 
in as a mix with the standard chip logs; 
the longer chip logs would help to feed 
the short waste sections into the 
chipper. The waste would not be 
debarked, but as it is only a proportion 
of the material going into the chipper 
and some of the bark is knocked off 
during handling, the bark content is not 
expected to be a problem. 

A trial of this system produced chip of 
an acceptable quality with bark content 
of less than 1%. The costs for this 
system would be similar to those for 
System 1. 



Table I - Regiot~ol wood supply mid associated waste ~ l o o d  vol~m~es  (Tho~lsatids of 
n13 per alimnl 

An example (Ewart, 1993) is a wood 
and coal fired boiler where the two 
fuels are mixed and fed in at a ratio of 
4 : l  wood to coal. The addition of the 
coal raises the boiler fire temperature 
and reduces the degree to which the 
wood fuel needs to be dried before 
burning. A system capable of powering 
a 50 mW boiler with a 12 mW 
electricity generator attached (24% of 
the boiler capacity) would use around 
400 tonnes a day of wood waste and 
100 tonnes a day of coal, 16.7 and 4.2 
tonnes per hour respectively. A plant of 

this size would require approx 146,000 
tonnes of wood fuel per annum. 
Systems such as this and smaller 
versions would have potential to reduce 
logging residue and mill residue 
disposal problems if they were attached 
to a large wood processing facility. 
Several co-generation systems exist 
within the New Zealand wood 
processing industry and more are being 
planned. These are a potential market 
for waste wood from logging 
operations. 
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Tnh le 5 - Nutrient remo~~als (kg per klr) Poni extracted brarich n~nterinl 

*Note : N~lt~ientsfioni steni wood removal ore not ir7clvded 

NUTRIENT REMOVAL 

r 

Haliler 
Ground 
based 

A fhrther aspect to the issue of waste 
wood, especially branch waste, and 
what to do with it is the removal of 
nutrients from the site. The following is 
an estimate of the impact of both 
ground-based and cable logging 
operations on nutrient removal from 
the cutover in the form of branch and 
needle material. 

K 
Potassium 

9 9 

2 3 

There is a substantial difference in the 
effects of the two different systems as 
ground-based systems usually delirnb at 
the stump and hauler systems do not. 

N 
Nitrogen 

1 1 2  

2 6 

One tonne of branch material, which 
would have a bulk volume of 
approximately 5.5m3, would contain 
levels of nutrients similar to the 
following (Webber and Madgwick, 
1983): 

Ca 
Calcium 

6 4 

15 

. P 
Phasl~hol-nus 

3 2 

7 

If a stand has a stocking of 270 stems 
per hectare, piece size of 2.7m3 and 
produces a similar volume of branch 
material per tree at the skid as was 
found in these studies, the volume of 
branch material removed would be 27 
tonnes per ha for cable logging and six 

Mg 
Magnesium 

18 

4 

tonnes per ha for ground based logging 
The amount of nutrients these volumes 
represent is shown in Table 5. 

Hauler logging in this scenario is 
removing over four times the amount 
of nutrients from the cutover than 
ground based logging. 

For hauler operations the N removal 
due to delimbing at the landing is about 
25% of the above ground N from each 
tree and 6.5% of the total N in above 
and below ground components. The 
inclusion of the removal of the stem 
raises the total loss of N in above and 
below ground components, due to 
hauler logging, to approximately 14%. 
However, removal of total N does not 
give a complete picture as not all of the 
total N on a site is available to the tree. 
The removal of a small amount of total 
N (14%) translates into an even smaller 
loss of available N. Whether this level 
of nutrient loss is going to affect the 
growth of the next rotation has not 
been determined. Growth trial results 
vary, with some suggesting that it may 
not be significant (Smith, 1994), whilst 
others suggest that in the longer term 
retention of slash on the cutover gives 
significant growth gains (Balneaves, 
1989). It is likely that the effects will 
vary from site to site depending on the 
fertility of the soil. 



CONCLUSIONS Site Impact 

Volume of Waste Material 

The size of the whole waste wood 
resource is small and is widely scattered 
with few large concentrations. The 
likely volunies of waste wood being 
produced are: 

Ground-based, stem waste - 2.5% of 
extracted volume 

Ground-based, branch waste - 1.8% of 
extracted volume 

Hauler, stern waste - 4.7% of extracted 
volume 

The difference between delimbing at 
the landing rather than at the stump on 
nutrient removal is large. 

Costs 

It appears to be physically and 
economically possible to recover some, 
or all, of the stem waste from landings 
for chipping. 

If the material can be stockpiled into 
volumes which are sufficiently large to 
be worth collecting, the material could 
be transported to a central site and 
processed by chipping or hogging at a 
cost of $20 to $2 1 tonne. 

Hauler, branch waste - 7.9% of 
extracted volume 
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